Timeline for MATHCOUNTS CLUB and COMPETITION SERIES Programs
For Students in Grades 6-8, for the 2014-2015 School Year:

SEPT / OCT 2014:
- Schools REGISTER for the MATHCOUNTS Club Program and form Math Teams, using the FREE registration & materials provided by the MATHCOUNTS Foundation at www.mathcounts.org

OCT / NOV 2014:
- Math Clubs compete in local monthly competitions. (69 schools participated in 2012-2013.)
- Clubs consider registering for MATHCOUNTS Competition Series. (Cost: Approx $25/student)

NOVEMBER 15, 2014:
- EARLY REGISTRATION DEADLINE for schools to register for Competition Series Program

DECEMBER 12, 2014:
- FINAL DEADLINE to register for MATHCOUNTS Competition Series (109 schools in 2012-2013.)
- Competition teams form, up to 10 students per school. (839 students in 2012-2013.)

JANUARY 2015:
- Teams prepare to compete in 6 formal MATHCOUNTS competitions across MA in March
- The top 4-6 four-person teams from each chapter (region), as well as the top 4-6 individuals advance to the state competition
- Students advance to state-level competition. (128 students advanced in 2012-2013.)

FEBRUARY 1-28, 2015:
- Chapter Competitions are held in six locations (regions) throughout MA
- In early March, blank chapter exam materials and answer keys will be released to participating coaches. Problems and solutions also will be posted to www.mathcounts.org.

MARCH 1-31, 2015:
- The Massachusetts State MATHCOUNTS Competition at Wentworth Institute of Technology
- The State competition determines the top four individual students that will represent Massachusetts at the National MATHCOUNTS Competition in May.
- In early April, blank state exam materials and answer keys will be released to participating coaches. Problems and solutions also will be posted to www.mathcounts.org.

MAY 9, 2015:
- The MATHCOUNTS National Competition will be held in BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS for the first time in the history of the competition.